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Abstract—This paper discuss the project results of the central-
ized storage for the client generated statistical data. The project
aims was to fill the following requirements: (1) a new web API
where local client statistics can be reported to a highly scalable
and redundant central database, (2) to enable a user to easily
save/share their connection results on a separate webpage, or with
a widget that could be easily embedded on a forum page, and (3)
to produce aggregate reports suitable for infographics, generated
from the data reported by all users. Sample reports could be
filtered by game, ISP, region, or some combination thereof.

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently the WTFast’s Gaming Private Network R©
(GPN R©) [16] client gathers data about the internet connection,
such as the latency, route and the amount of data sent/received.
This can be displayed to the user at the end of a session
allowing them to compare their connection using the GPN R© to
their regular internet connection but has no persistence. This
means that users cannot easily look back on previous session’s
statistics or share their results with others. Furthermore, the
data is not reported to WTFast so they have no way to perform
meta-analysis on their user connection statistics. Without this
data it can be difficult to the effectiveness of the GPN R© system
is or what kind of improvement users can expect when using
the GPN R©. A successful solution would reliably store a user’s
session data and display it back to them in a way that is
understandable to the average user and be easily shareable to
social media networks, online forums and webpages. It would
also allow WTFast to perform analysis to create infographics
to showcase the performance of their GPN R©.

The goal of this project is to provide users a way to
view statistical information about their network connections
with and without using the WTFast’s GPN R©. It includes
the collection and analysis of network data (pings, latency)
and visualization of the analyzed data to provide meaningful
information to the user, and allow the user to share his/her
network statistics on forums and other social media. The
WTFast’s GPN R© is a virtual private network that is configured
specifically for gamers to provide an optimized online gaming
experience. The data is collected by the WTFast’s client
software and sent to a back-end database through a web API.
The data is analyzed and presented to the client via a web
interface.

Users of this system will be the online gamers who are

using, or testing the WTFast’s GPN R© and want to know
how much performance gain they are getting by using it.







the data going into the database as well as simulate large
amounts of data being sent at a time. The data is reported
to the Elasticsearch database and can be viewed by the user
from the website interface that contains graphs and information
about their game session. The project was completed to its
specifications, in that all the functionality of the system has
been built. We anticipate that his project will be a useful tool
to use when gathering and analyzing client network statistics.
Based on our experiments, our infrastructure gives to us a
suitable tool for the network performance investigation and
to generate a stress test for the system.
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